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Lol! IMBA!
or

MMOG‘s versus Real Life



What is a MMOG?

 -> Massive Multiplayer Online Game

 Massive: thousands or millions of people
 Multiplayer: together in one world
 Online: via the Internet
 Game: not only a game, it is much more



Who plays a MMOG?
 Average age: 26+ (older females, younger males)
 Only 25% teenagers
 50% work full time
 36% are married
 22% have children
 on average they play 22 hours per week
 60% report that they having played a MMOG 10

hours straight
 80% play with someone who they know in RL
 15%-40% female players*
Thus, MMORPGs are in fact highly social environments

where new relationships are forged and existing
relationships are reinforced.

Source: The Daedalus Project, http://www.nickyee.com/daedalus/



World of WarcraftWarcraft
It starts It starts as a as a gamegame

........

And And ends ends as a as a passionpassion



It is like real Life

 Crime: fraud, theft, hacking
 Special Trojans just to hunt down WoW!

 Friends: Vincent+Saskia -> Vivien
 Personal: my kids

 Vincent: the hero
 Vivien the collector and explorer

 Marriage: Svecha & Karlik





It influences Real Life
 Time spend in WoW close to worktime
 language: lol, rofl, imba, rl, afk, afkids, afklo
 Lifeplanning around WoW: 40 people Raids
 RL meeting with friends and foes
 3% MMOG players loose either: girlfriend or

wife, job, exams, health
 3% MMOG player gain a: girlfriend or wife,

job or money
 Sounds Familiar?

 (-> Sample Plex, UO Marriage)



WoW Economy

 Time: Farming, demands create economies
 ->Service providers
 ->China Farmers
 -> Million Dollar  Industry

(I was a real estate broker)
 Exchange Rates WoW Gold to US:

$49/1000g
 Estimated economic wealth of WoW is larger

than most 3rd world countries



Glimpse o f the future

 most games will be online by default
 most games are „massive“ in one way or the

other
 Worlds of MMOG‘s will be connected
 The Real World will be connected to MMOG‘s
 In other words: thousands of worlds to

explore, millions of people to meet
 Or: Millions of Dollars to make
 This is the future of our gaming industry



Q&A

Feel free to ask questions about
anything you are curious about


